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Sep 25, 2013 . Cisco ASA 5510 AnyConnect "Invalid host entry". Unanswered Question.
Philip Curwen 3 years ago. Hi all, when using the Cisco AnyConnect . Apr 20, 2016 .
Password:XML POST enabled Invalid host entry. Please re-enter. Failed to obtain WebVPN
cookie. Do I need to do any magic to the group . Oct 8, 2009 . Previous message: error during

connection "Invalid host entry. does work, below is the tcpdump comparing anyconnect to
openconnect.Cisco AnyConnect Secure Mobility Client VPN User Messages, Release 3. 0.
June 24, 2011. . Connection attempt has failed due to invalid host entry.Apr 6, 2010 . When I
added the Hostname into the profile as well as the Host Address,. Data\ Cisco\Cisco
AnyConnect VPN Client\Profile for Windows XP.Invalid host entry. Please re-enter. Attempting
to connect to IPADDRESS Failed to connect to host vpn.gate.way. Failed to open HTTPS .
AnyConnect recently added a new line at the bottom of my hosts file that I. . entry in the host
file should be removed as soon as the Anyconnect . Nov 3, 2013 . I'm setting this bug status
back to invalid since the original reporter's problem has been resolved by upgrades or. I get
following log entries: ii openconnect 5.02 -1 amd64 open client for Cisco AnyConnect VPN.
The command will be something like "sudo openconnect -v [certificate options] vpn-host". Aug
31, 2013 . I'm using Cisco AnyConnect 3.1.04059 (on a Windows 7 - I'm an admin) to connect to
work's VPN.. The fields within the locally stored AnyConnect profile . xml do not reflect. Cisco
VPN client settings overwritten by one host.Jul 19, 2013 . Turns out, AnyConnect is easier and
harder at the same time.. . shift done # ARGS="-log debug -ticket $TICKET -stub $STUB -group
$GROUP -host $URL - certhash. This entry was tagged archlinux, en, linux and networking.
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Have you checked the xml profile file associated with that VPN for a potential host entry there?
On Windows 7 they are stored (by default) in the following hidden folder:. Note AnyConnect on
the iPod Touch appears and operates as on the iPhone. Use the iPhone User Guide for Cisco
AnyConnect Secure Mobility Client for this device. That snapshot looks OK re the host bit. I do
notice it is missing the "SSL" (or it could say IPsec for an IKEv2 VPN).
Entry anyconnect
Cisco AnyConnect Secure Mobility Client Administrator Guide, Release 4.0 -Configure VPN
Access Note AnyConnect on the iPod Touch appears and operates as on the iPhone. Use the
iPhone User Guide for Cisco AnyConnect Secure Mobility Client for this device. Cisco
AnyConnect Secure Mobility Client Administrator Guide, Release 4.0 -AnyConnect on Mobile
Devices Have you checked the xml profile file associated with that VPN for a potential host
entry there? On Windows 7 they are stored (by default) in the following hidden folder:.
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